
ProfVal is the purpose-driven, professor-founded, and ethically-grounded Expert Opinion Letter (EOL) leader 

Our research-backed and ethically-oriented approach leads to better Expert Opinion Letters (EOL)s for your clients

• PhD-conducted research drives our approach, expert selection, and methodology 

• Analyses are expert-written and customized, in contrast with other firms that reuse un-adapted templates that may be irrelevant to your client’s 
needs: 

• We work with leading discipline experts and thought leaders
• Each expert must meet our founder’s strict academic criteria
• Professors are affiliated with accredited and ranked US programs --- i.e., no for-profit schools
• Clients have the option to approve the credentials of an expert prior to payment

• Based on our purpose-driven and ethically-focused mission, we:
• Only accept cases that we believe meet relevant USCIS requirements
• Never sell you services you don’t need
• Donate part of our profits to charity through profval.org

www.profval.com 
800.348.0086 – admin@profval.com

© 2019, 2020 ProfVal, LLC

~ F. Cortes, Immigration Attorney

I cannot recommend ProfVal enough for its quality, attention to detail, and truly customized letters for each client. This is in 
contrast with Expert Opinion Letters I have ordered from other companies that were full of mistakes and a copy/paste of the 

same information regardless of client.

http://www.profval.org/


Expert Opinion Letters (EOL)s from the experts we work with have successfully supported 
visa petitions for entrepreneurs, individuals, small companies, Fortune 500 corporations, start-ups, and nonprofits

EB-1, EB-2, EB-2 NIW H-1B L-1A, L-1B, O-1 O-1

EOL Types

• EB-1: Extraordinary Ability
• EB-1: Outstanding Researcher or 

Professor
• EB-1: Executive Capacity
• EB-2: Exceptional Ability
• EB-2: Exceptional Ability, National 

Interest Waiver (NIW), Dhanasar
(2016)

• Specialty Occupation Evaluation
• Specialty Occupation Evaluation with a 

discussion of Academic Credentials
• Work Experience Evaluation for an 

Academic 3:1 Equivalence

• L-1A: Executive or Managerial 
capacity 

• L-1B: Specialized Knowledge

• O-1A: Extraordinary Ability in 
sciences, education or 
business

• O-1B: Extraordinary Ability 
within the arts or motion 
picture industry 

Typical
turnaround

• 10 - 15 business days • 5-7 business days • 5-10 business days • 5-10 business days

Learn more https://www.profval.com/expertopinionletter

If needed, third-party services are available for all visa categories for: i) Academic Equivalence Evaluations (2-day turnaround), ii) Referrals to Immigration 
Attorneys, iii) document translations
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~ David Raft, Senior Managing Attorney, Global Immigration Partners

I have worked with ProfVal on several different matters and found the team to be very professional and responsive to our clients’ 
needs. EOLs from ProfVal have contributed to the success of my clients.

https://www.profval.com/expertopinionletter


• Business disciplines
• Computer Science
• Engineering
• Fashion
• Arts, film, & media
• Hospitality
• Medical fields
• Science disciplines
• Sports / sports management
• Other areas

World-renowned experts, better evaluations

*Excluding certain medical and/or non-typical categories (i.e. cosmetology, equine studies, etc.), all experts categorized as “professors” are affiliated with accredited and ranked U.S. universities and have a 
degree that qualifies them within their field.  None have a primary  affiliation with for-profit colleges/universities.

Our experts include: Professors, Department Chairs, and Deans at ranked and accredited U.S. Universities* 
Emmy Winners - Olympians - Executives - PhDs – Medical Doctors

Award winners, Ph.Ds., CPAs, VPs, CHROs, have
received recognition within their disciplines, and
share our ethical commitment to the evaluation
process. We work together with you to ensure
that an expert with the appropriate background
completes your evaluation.

A key indicator of an academic's influence is the
number of citations from their work. Combined
across all areas, the faculty we work with have
more citations of their work than many
accredited US colleges.

Learn more: https://www.profval.com/academic-expertise-areas
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80+ Experts across
dozens of sub-disciplines

World-renowned 
credentials

Recognized thought 
leaders

https://www.profval.com/academic-expertise-areas


An architecture of PhD-produced research supports your client’s EOL
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The research we produce helps thousands of people learn more about the U.S. employment-based visa process.  
Our research also helps our team better understand the nuance behind each qualification, which in turn helps your clients.

Please feel free to read some of our most popular white papers (links are embedded within each image):

https://www.profval.com/blog

